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ABSTRACT 
 

Pound nets are traditional, passive fishing traps that have been used since the 1870s to catch 

estuarine fish species in the Chesapeake Bay.  Most unwanted species captured in the actual 

pound net can be released alive; however, sea turtles and marine mammals may die if they 

become entangled in the leader of the net.  In 2004, NOAA Fisheries required changes in the 

construction of pound net leaders in part of the Chesapeake Bay to reduce entanglement rates of 

sea turtles.  To date no actions have been taken to address the bycatch of bottlenose dolphins in 

pound net leaders.  In the summer of 2007, I conducted a pilot study to sample catches of 

butterfish (Peprilus alepidotus and Peprilus triacanthus) and Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus 

maculatus) in a Virginia Beach pound net fishery considering modifications to their leaders to 

reduce dolphin bycatch.  Using these observations, I worked with the Virginia Aquarium to 

design an experiment to test the new leaders during the 2008 fishing season.  The primary goal of 

this experiment is to determine whether the experimental leader will affect the catch of target 

fish species.  From an analysis of dolphin strandings in Virginia from 1997-2004, I found that 

pound nets accounted for the greatest percentage (50%) of all documented Human Interaction 

(HI) strandings.  I also used geospatial analyses to examine the distribution of bottlenose dolphin 

strandings that may be associated with bycatch in pound nets.  HI stranded dolphins were found 

significantly closer to the Virginia Beach pound nets than dolphins that stranded for another 

reason (No HI) or for an unknown cause (CBD).  Together these analyses help to improve our 

understanding of interactions between bottlenose dolphins and the Virginia Beach pound net 

fishery, as well as the importance of community-based management efforts. 
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PART I 
AN OVERVIEW OF VIRGINIA POUND NETS AND RELEVANT POLICIES  

 
Pound nets are traditional, passive fishing traps that have been used since the 1870s to 

catch estuarine fish species in Chesapeake Bay (Versak, 2003). This fishing gear is quite 

selective, as most unwanted species captured in the actual pound net can be released alive.  

However, sea turtles and marine mammals may die if they become entangled in the leader of the 

net.  Under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), NOAA Fisheries required changes in fishing 

practices to reduce entanglement rates of sea turtles (NOAA, 2002b; NOAA, 2004a; NOAA, 

2004b; NOAA, 2006c).  The Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) mandates that NOAA 

Fisheries develop Take Reduction Plans (TRPs) to reduce bottlenose dolphin bycatch to 

sustainable levels, but to date no actions have been taken to address the bycatch of bottlenose 

dolphins in pound net leaders.   

This chapter provides an overview of policies regulating pound net fishery interactions 

with sea turtles, and then focuses on legislation relevant to interactions of bottlenose dolphins 

with the Cape Henry pound net fishery, near Virginia Beach, VA.  

BACKGROUND 
What is a pound net? 
 

A pound net is a fixed system comprised of a leader, heart, and pound. The leader is a 

long straight net, generally strung between poles driven into the sea floor, which directs the fish 

offshore towards the pound; the heart further funnels the fish into the pound; and the pound is the 

enclosed end of the net where entrapment takes place (Figure 1).  Fishermen remove fish from 

the pound, generally discarding unwanted species alive.  In the Cape Henry pound net fishery 

fishermen extract fish by first cinching the pound and then using a winch and a net to bail out the 
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leader heart pound 

fish into the boat.  Depending on the skill of the winch operator, the fishermen filling the bail 

net, and the size of the catch, it may take between five and 30 bails to empty one net. 

Figure 1:  Cape Henry pound net. Diagram credit:  Maryland DLNR Fisheries Service.  Photo 
credit:  Elia Herman 

 

Pound nets are distributed throughout Chesapeake Bay.  One hundred and eighty 

commercial pound net fishing licenses were issued in 2002; however, not all are fished each year 

(NOAA, 2006d).  Recreational pound netting is prohibited (NOAA, 2006d).  In this paper I focus 

on the approximately 12 to 24 pound nets fished along the lower eastern shore and the four Cape 

Henry pound nets (Figure 2) (NOAA, 2001a; NOAA, 2006d). 
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Figure 2:  Cape Henry and lower eastern shore pound nets 
 

Virginia 
Beach 
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Sea turtles and the lower eastern shore pound net fishery 
 

Beginning in the late 1990s, the number of sea turtle strandings around Virginia Beach 

and the lower eastern shore of Chesapeake Bay began to rise significantly.  In the peak stranding 

months of May and June, strandings increased from 84 and 85 in 1995 and 1996 respectively to 

164 in 1997 and 265 in 2001 (NOAA, 2002a).  This dramatic increase in strandings led NOAA 

Fisheries to institute a monitoring program to investigate interactions between fisheries and sea 

turtles in 2001 (NOAA, 2002a).  Preliminary findings in 2001, including the location and nature 

of sea turtle strandings, the type of fishing gear found closest to stranded sea turtles, the lack of 

observed takes in other Virginia fisheries, and observed entanglements of sea turtles in pound net 

gear, convinced NOAA Fisheries that pound nets were a principle cause of sea turtle strandings 

in Virginia waters (NOAA, 2002a).  Under provisions of the Endangered Species Act (ESA), on 

June 17, 2002 NOAA Fisheries issued an interim final rule banning the use of all pound net 

leaders with 12 inches or greater stretched mesh from May 8 to June 20 of each year (NOAA, 

2002b).  However, observations in 2003 showed that turtles were still becoming entangled in 

offshore leaders1 even when the mesh was less than 12 inches, and strandings for the season 

exceeded 500 animals (NOAA, 2004a; Swingle et al., 2004).  As a result, on May 5, 2004, 

NOAA Fisheries banned the use of all offshore pound net leaders from May 6 to July 15 of each 

year in the Virginia waters of the mainstream Chesapeake Bay, south of approximately 37 deg. 

N. Lat and west of approximately 76 deg. W. long to the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel at the 

mouth of Chesapeake Bay, and in the James and York Rivers downstream to the first bridge in 

each river (“Pound Net Regulated Area I”) (NOAA, 2004b; NOAA, 2006c).  In addition, NOAA 

Fisheries continued to require a mesh size of less than 12 inches for all pound net leaders outside 

                                                
1 Offshore pound net leaders refer to leaders with the inland end positioned more than 10 
horizontal feet (3 m) from the mean low water line (NOAA, 2006c). 
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Pound Net Regulated Area I, which included Chesapeake Bay waters between the Maryland and 

Virginia state line (approximately 38 deg. N. lat.) and the COLREGS line2 at the mouth of the 

Chesapeake Bay, as well as the waters of the James River, York River, and Rappahannock River 

downstream of the first bridge in each river (“Pound Net Regulated Area II”) (NOAA, 2002b; 

NOAA, 2006c). 

During 2004 and 2005, NOAA Fisheries conducted a study in conjunction with pound net 

fishermen to test whether a modified leader would reduce sea turtle bycatch (NOAA, 2006c).  In 

the modified leader, stretched mesh was replaced with stiff vertical lines in the upper two-thirds 

of the net (Figure 3).  As a result of these changes turtles could swim directly through the nets, or 

if their flippers contacted the netting the stiffness of the lines made it difficult for them to 

become wrapped and entangled.  These efforts were successful, and sea turtle entanglements in 

pound net leaders were nearly eliminated.3  Furthermore, the fish catch in the modified leader 

was equal to that of the unmodified leaders, and so the fishermen incurred no economic loss 

from the change (NOAA, 2006c).  As a result, on June 23, 2006, NOAA Fisheries issued a final 

rule that allowed the reintroduction of modified leaders to Pound Net Regulated Area I (NOAA, 

2006c).  This series of regulations affected approximately 11 fishermen fishing 24 commercial 

pound nets (Liles, 2002; NOAA, 2006d).   

                                                
2 The Chesapeake Bay COLREGS demarcation line is drawn from Cape Charles Lighthouse to 
Cape Henry Lighthouse (30CFR80.510).  
3 The only documented entanglement during the experiment was of a leatherback turtle.  It is 
very rare to find leatherback turtles in pound nets in this area and the necropsy showed that the 
turtle had a brain tumor (Mark Swingle, Personal Communication, 2007).  However, as a result 
of this take the fishermen increased the stiffness in the vertical lines, and in 2005 there were no 
documented takes in the experimental leaders (NOAA, 2006c).  
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Figure 3.  Traditional and modified pound net leaders.  These diagrams are courtesy of the 
Virginia Aquarium. 
 

Bottlenose dolphins and the Cape Henry pound net fishery 

 The four Cape Henry pound nets operate with a stretched mesh of eight inches in their 

leaders, but because they are positioned beyond the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel they are not 

required to install modified leaders (NOAA, 2006c; Susan Barco, Personal Communication, 

2008).  There are fewer interactions with sea turtles in the Cape Henry nets than the lower 

eastern shore nets; however, the Virginia Aquarium Stranding Response Program (VAQS) has 

documented a significant number of interactions with bottlenose dolphins (Mark Swingle, 

Personal Communication, 2007).  Coastal bottlenose dolphins are regularly observed near the 

nets, and appear to become entangled when feeding in the area (Mark Swingle, Personal 

Communication, 2007).  From 1997 to 2006, VAQS documented 17 dead and four live dolphins 

entangled directly in the leaders of the Cape Henry pound nets; three dead and one live dolphin 

in pound net gear; and 31 dolphins stranded in the vicinity of the Cape Henry nets with marks 

consistent with the twisted twine and mesh size used in pound net leaders (unpublished VAQS 

marine mammal data presented to the Bottlenose Dolphin Take Reduction Team, 2007).  As of 
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October 2007, VAQS had documented an additional five dolphins entangled in the Cape Henry 

pound nets and two dolphins stranded near the nets with twisted twine marks on their 

head/rostrum (Susan Barco, Personal Communication, 2007). 

Fish catches also differ in the pound nets from the lower eastern shore and the Cape 

Henry fisheries.  In the Cape Henry pound net fishery, the target fish include mid- and top- water 

schooling species such as harvestfish (Peprilus alepidotus), butterfish (Peprilus triacanthus), and 

Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus maculatus).  In contrast, the primary cash catch along the 

lower eastern shore is summer flounder (Paralichthys lethostigma) and sciaenid fishes, which are 

bottomfishes.  The modified leader has not affected the catch of the lower eastern shore fishery, 

but it is not known whether such changes would affect the catch of the Cape Henry pound net 

fishermen. The Cape Henry target species are found in the upper portion of the water column and 

there is concern that the fish may swim through the vertical lines.  

MARINE MAMMAL POLICY 
The MMPA, Take Reduction Plans, and Take Reduction Teams 
 

Bottlenose dolphins are protected under the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) of 

1972 as amended in 1994.  Section 118(f) of the MMPA mandates that NOAA Fisheries develop 

Take Reduction Plans to assist in the recovery or prevent the depletion of strategic marine 

mammal stocks that interact with Category I and II fisheries.  A stock is considered “strategic” if 

(1) the level of direct human-caused mortality exceeds Potential Biological Removal; (2) the 

stock is declining and is likely to be listed under the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA); or 

(3) the stock is listed as threatened or endangered under the ESA or is designated as depleted 

under the MMPA (MMPA, 16 U.S.C. 1362, Sec. 3(19)).  Potential Biological Removal (PBR) 

refers to the maximum number of animals that can be removed from a stock while allowing the 
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stock to recover to or maintain its optimum sustainable population (MMPA, 16 U.S.C. 

1362(3)(9)).    

General stocks of bottlenose dolphins along the U.S. mid-Atlantic coast are considered 

“strategic” because fishery-related mortality and serious injury exceed Potential Biological 

Removal (NOAA 2006a).  A stock is considered depleted when it is below an “Optimal 

Sustainable Population.”  An Optimum Sustainable Population, as defined by the MMPA section 

3(9), is the number of animals, with respect to any population stock, that will result in the 

maximum productivity of the population or the species, keeping in mind the carrying capacity of 

the habitat and the health of the ecosystem of which they are a part (16 U.S.C. 1362(3)(9)). 

Category I fisheries have “frequent incidental mortality and serious injury of marine 

mammals” (MMPA 118(c)(1)(A)(i)).  Category II fisheries have “occasional incidental mortality 

and serious injury of marine mammals” (MMPA 118 (c)(1)(A)(ii)).  NFMS has designated a 

fishery as Category II if the annual mortality and serious injury of a stock in a given fishery is 

greater than 1 percent and less than 50 percent of the PBR level (50CFR229.2; NOAA, 2007b).  

Under the 2008 MMPA List of Fisheries (LOF) Virginia pound nets are listed as a Category II 

fishery (NOAA, 2007b).  The U.S. mid-Atlantic coastal migratory stock of bottlenose dolphins 

interacts with the Virginia pound net fishery and several other Category I and Category II 

fisheries such as gill net, haul seine, stop net, and crab trap fisheries (NOAA, 2007b).  As a 

result, the MMPA mandated that NOAA Fisheries develop a Take Reduction Plan (TRP) for this 

(and other) stocks of bottlenose dolphins (NOAA, 2001b).   

 Within six months of its implementation, the goal of a TRP for a strategic stock is to 

reduce the level of incidental mortality or serious injury of marine mammals taken by 

commercial fishery operations to less than PBR.  Within five years, the goal is to reduce 
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incidental mortality or serious injury to insignificant levels approaching zero, while considering 

existing State or regional fishery management plans, the availability of technologies, and the 

economics of the fishery (MMPA 118(f)(2)).   

 Take Reduction Plans (TRPs) are developed by Take Reduction Teams (TRTs) that 

consist of representatives from the fishing industry, fishery management councils, state and 

federal resource management agencies, the scientific community, and conservation 

organizations.  TRTs recommend measures to reduce incidental mortality and serious injury, and 

propose dates for achieving the goals of the plan.  TRTs must come to consensus on a draft TRP 

and then submit it to NOAA Fisheries within six months of their establishment.  NOAA 

Fisheries must publish a draft TRP within 60 days, including any proposed changes.  The draft is 

then available for review by the public.  After incorporating public comments and any new data, 

NFMS publishes a final TRP.  Following the passage of the final TRP, the TRT meets with 

NOAA Fisheries periodically to review the success of the plan and make necessary revisions 

(NOAA, 2007a).  

The Bottlenose Dolphin Take Reduction Plan 

The Bottlenose Dolphin Take Reduction Team (BDTRT) first convened in November of 

2001 with the goal of reducing serious injury and death of coastal bottlenose dolphins in several 

east coast fisheries: Virginia pound net, North Carolina inshore gillnet, North Carolina long haul 

seine, North Carolina roe mullet stop net, Southeast Atlantic gillnet, Southeastern U.S. shark 

gillnet, U.S. Mid-Atlantic coastal gillnet, Atlantic blue crab trap/pot, and Mid-Atlantic 

haul/beach seine (NOAA, 2001b).  In May 2002, the BDTRT submitted a report recommending 

that NOAA Fisheries carry out additional research to establish more accurate abundance 

estimates.  NOAA Fisheries conducted research throughout 2002, and the BDTRT met again in 
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2003 to consider the new data and distill their management recommendations.  Based on the 

BDTRT Consensus Recommendations from the 2003 meeting, NOAA Fisheries published a 

proposed rule to implement the BDTRP on November 10, 2004 (NOAA, 2004c).  After 

considering public comments, NOAA Fisheries published a final rule implementing the BDTRP 

on April 26, 2006 (NOAA, 2006b).  

The geographic scope of the plan includes all marine waters within 6.5 nautical miles 

(nmi) of shore from the New York-New Jersey border southward to Cape Hatteras, North 

Carolina, and extends to all marine waters within 14.6 nmi of shore from Cape Hatteras 

southward along the east coast of Florida to the Fishery Council demarcation line between the 

Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico (NOAA, 2006b).  Within this geographic scope, the plan 

identifies seven temporal and spatial management units (MUs).  Two of these, the Northern 

Migratory Unit and the Summer Northern North Carolina Migratory Unit, have the potential to 

interact with the Virginia pound net fishery (NOAA, 2006b; Susan Barco, Personal 

Communication, 2007).  The Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Final BDTRP, as well as 

the best available data as of the June 2007 meeting of the BDTRT, shows that mortality of the 

Summer Northern North Carolina Management Unit exceeds PBR (NOAA, 2006d; The 

Keystone Center, 2007).  However, these numbers are based on gillnet fisheries only and do not 

include bycatch from Virginia pound nets (NOAA, 2006d).   

The Final BDTRP included the following general requirements to reduce dolphin bycatch 

in gill net fisheries: time/area gillnet restrictions; gear proximity (fishermen must stay within a set 

distance of gear); gear modification research; and nonregulatory conservation measures (NOAA, 

2006d).  The Final BDTRP did not impose regulations on the Virginia pound net fishery, but the 
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BDTRT recommended that NOAA Fisheries conduct research to examine the effects of pound 

net leaders on bottlenose dolphins (NOAA, 2006d; The Keystone Center, 2007). 

Stakeholders:  The members of the Bottlenose Dolphin Take Reduction Team 

 The Bottlenose Dolphin Take Reduction Team (BDTRT) comprises 45 members:  21 

commercial fishery representatives; three council and interstate fishery representatives; 13 state, 

regional, and federal representatives; four non-governmental representatives; and four 

research/academic representatives.  Among the commercial fishermen, one member represents 

the Virginia pound net fishery.  The Virginia Marine Resources Commission represents Virginia 

at the state level.  NOAA Fisheries, the Office of Protected Resources and the Marine Mammal 

Commission (MMC) represent federal interests.  The South Atlantic and Mid-Atlantic Fishery 

Management Councils and the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission represent regional 

fisheries management interests.  The Ocean Conservancy, Oceana, Humane Society of the 

United States, and Orcas Consulting represent the interests of non-governmental organizations.  

Academic representatives are drawn from the University of Rhode Island, University of North 

Carolina at Wilmington, Duke University, and the Virginia Aquarium (NOAA, 2007a).  

 In the case of the Cape Henry pound nets, other interested parties include Virginia Beach 

residents, and any other ocean users who place value (whether it be use, option, or existence 

value) on the welfare of bottlenose dolphins and/or the wellbeing of pound net fisheries.  More 

specifically, the owner of the four Cape Henry nets and his employees have a clear vested 

interest in the perpetuation of the fishery. 
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PART II 
SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS OF THE CAPE HENRY POUND NET FISHERY CATCH 

 
The Bottlenose Dolphin Take Reduction Team (BDTRT) recommended that the Virginia 

Aquarium Stranding Response Program (VAQS) work with the Cape Henry pound net fishermen 

to reduce dolphin bycatch while maintaining their fish catch.  In 2008, VAQS will test the 

modified leaders currently in place along the lower eastern shore in the Cape Henry nets.  Given 

the success of the modified leaders in reducing turtle bycatch, VAQS hopes they will be equally 

successful at reducing dolphin bycatch.  However, the Cape Henry fishermen are concerned that 

the new leader will reduce their fish catch.  In conjunction with VAQS, I developed a pilot study 

in the summer of 2007 to sample the catch of the individual nets.  These sampling procedures 

will be used in the summer of 2008 when either one or two of the current leaders are replaced 

with modified leaders. 

SAMPLING  
Methods 
 
 To determine baseline levels of variation in fish catch by net, I worked with VAQS staff 

to develop a protocol to sample the catch of each net individually.  This was necessary because 

fishing procedures combine the catch of all four nets into one boat, making it impossible to 

determine differences in catch by net once the fishing boat returns to the dock.  Sampling 

occurred from May 25, 2007 to July 25, 2007.  Only nets 1, 2, and 3 were sampled, as net 4 was 

not fished until the June 28, 2007.  It should be noted that inherent differences exist amongst the 

four nets: 

1. Nets 1 and 2 share similar bottom profiles and occur inshore of nets 3 and 4. 
 
2. Nets 2 and 3 are both “middle nets” (situated between nets 1 and 4); however Net 4 is 

often put up mid-season in which case Net 3 acts as an “outside net.” 
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To execute the sampling protocol, the research team must accompany the fishing vessel 

to each of the nets they will be sampling.  The research vessel rafts up to the side of the fishing 

vessel and the team boards the fishing vessel.  A minimum of three personnel is required, 

although having four team members is preferable. 

On the boat 
 

There are three principal duties performed during shipboard sampling procedures:   

• Counter: Counts and photographs bails; documents all data; oversees operations 
 

• Sampler: Ensures all three samples are properly collected 
 

• Skater(s): Removes and counts skates/rays and counts horseshoe crabs 
 

Sampling procedures are repeated at each net. All data is recorded on the “Pound Net 

Data Sheet” (Appendix A).  A summary of how to record data onto the data sheet “Data Sheet 

Explanation” (Appendix B) is also always taken aboard.   A detailed account of sampling 

procedures and personnel roles is outlined below.  

Before bailing and sampling begins 
• Counter records all demographic, environmental, and personnel data: 

o Demographic Data 
 Date:  MM/DD/YY 
 Code: MMDDYY-Net# (e.g., May 25, 2007, Net 2 = 052507-2) 
 Start Time: Time when net “closes” (throat line attached to funnel dropped) 

(no more fish can get in)  
 End Time:  Time when net reset (throat line retied) 
 Tide (H/L): High or Low (Circle appropriate)  
 Net #: 1, 2, 3, or 4 (Net 1 is closet to dock, Net 4 is farthest from dock) 
 Net 4 (y/n):  Whether Net 4 has been set up yet (y = Net 4 present, n = Net 4 

absent), circle appropriate 
o Environmental Conditions 

 Soak Hours: Hours from End Time to Start Time (ask fishermen) 
 Seas:  Beaufort Sea State  
 Winds: MPH (5 MPH increments) 
 Soak-time environmental data:  Data from buoy/weather station for hours 

soaking. (This can be found online and is retrieved after collection if desired).  
o Personnel and Fishermen Data 

 Counter: First and Last Name  
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 Sampler: First and Last Name       
 Skater: First and Last Name(s)  
 Fisherman Ask 1:  Name of fisherman providing Ask data 
 Fisherman Ask 2:  Name of fisherman providing Ask data 

• Counter photographs data sheet filled in with date, net, etc. before starting each net. 
• Counter collects Fisherman Ask 1 

o How many bails the fishermen think it will take to empty the net 
• Counter calculates sample interval and determines which bails will be sampled.  To calculate:  

o Sample #1 is randomly generated in Excel and is either bail 1, 2, or 3 (this should be 
taped to the clipboard and generated at the start of the season).  

 This will stay constant for all nets that day 
o To determine the bail # for samples 2 and 3: 

 Subtract 20% from Total Bail estimate provided in Fisherman Ask 1 and 
divide by 3. (Subtracting by 20% provides a buffer to ensure that all 3 samples 
are collected).  
 The resulting number will be the interval between the 3 samples (record 
interval on data sheet). 

• For Sample #2:  Add interval to the bail # for sample 1  
• For Sample #3:  Add interval to the bail # for sample 2 

 (Documents the bail # that corresponds to each sample on the data sheet). 
• If fisherman’s estimate of total bails is a range, use the mean of the 

range as the estimate from which to calculate the interval. 
• Counter announces start bail to sampler and fishermen 
 
Once bailing begins 
• Counter counts each bail emptied into the ship  
• Counter calls each bail as ¼, ½, ¾ or full (records on right hand column of data sheet) 

o If bail is less than ¼ full, make a note (e.g., 1/8), but do not count towards total 
number of bails.   

 However, the counter can make a judgment when processing data to combine 
two 1/8 bails and count them as a ¼ bail if they believe that doing so would 
represent the total catch more accurately. 

• Counter photographs each bail as it is emptied and documents frame number (records on 
right hand column of data sheet) (Figure 4).   

o If a photo is missed, Counter circles the bail number on the data sheet so that the 
photos can be appropriately matched. 

o Photographing the bails provides a record that can be checked against the call on bail 
size made during sampling. 



 

Figure 4.  Examples of bails 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, and 3/4 full.  Panel A:  1/8 bail.  Panel B:  1/4 bail.  Panel C: 1/2 bail.  Panel D:  3/4 bail.  
Full bails were never called in 2007.  The breadth of the bail, rather than the height largely determines bail size. 

A 

D C 

B 
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For samples 
• Collect 3 samples 

o Sample containers are circular tubs from Aquatic Eco-systems Inc.   We added a false 
bottom to each tub to create a container with a top diameter of 27”, a bottom diameter 
of 24”, and a height of 7.5”.  

 The structure of the container is such that it can catch fish of different sizes; 
any fish larger than the diameter of bin is counted individually. 

• Counter announces to Sampler and fishermen whenever a sample should occur (process of 
determining which bails should be sampled outlined above). 

o Counter can make call to sample earlier if necessary to ensure that 3 full samples are 
collected. 

• Sampler places sample container under bail and fishermen slowly lower and release bail on 
designated sample bails. The container is left in place for as many bails as are necessary to 
fill it (Counter will document on data sheet all bails required to fill a sample). 

o If a single fish displaces the majority of other fish (because it is very large), discard 
that sample and take sample on next bail. (Counter notes this on data sheet.) 

o If a bail is missed, spilled, or the sample container is only partially filled, sample the 
bail immediately following. 

• After each sample is successfully collected Sampler and/or Skater move bin to side of boat. 
• Skater(s) counts how many skates/rays are in each sample container.  (Counter documents 

this on data sheet.)   
o Skaters remove all skates/rays from sample bin.  
o Skaters note the size of the rays/skates in the bin and report to Counter. 

• Sampler/Skater(s) count all large fish (e.g., drums, sharks, cobia, king mackerel, jacks, etc).   
o Tag these fish by placing different colored rubber bands around their tails (red = Net 

1; yellow = Net 2; green = Net 3) 
o Get length, and if possible, weight 

 
Skates, Rays, and Horseshoe crabs 
• Skates and rays are bycatch and a nuisance to the fishermen.  By removing the skates/rays as 

fishing occurs we are often able to release them alive.  In addition, our assistance is a great 
help to the fishermen.  Finally, by getting an actual count on the numbers of rays and skates 
(as well as the horseshoe crabs) we can get more accurate measurements of the catch.   

• Procedure 
o Skaters count each ray/skate (using a clicker).  This count does not include 

rays/skates in sample bin.  Skaters report totals to Counter.  Skaters note the size of 
rays/skates to assist Counter in making total weight estimate. 

o Skater separately counts all rays and skates in the sample bin as noted in previous 
section and reports numbers to Counter. 

o The Sampler should also remove and count skates/rays when not otherwise occupied 
with sampling procedures 

o If a fisherman starts removing rays, then a Skater(s) should keep track of how many 
he throws over.   

o As sampling is occurring skate and ray removal should be occurring simultaneously 
• If horseshoe crabs are observed, Skaters place in separate container.  Count total, noting 

number collected in sample and number in boat separately.  Counter documents. 
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After sampling 
• Skaters continue counting and removing skates from boat. 

o Skaters should effort to remove as many skates and rays as possible and to estimate 
the number missed (for data sheet, number removed is Min, then Skaters give Best 
and Max guesses) 

• Counter collects Fishermen Ask 2 
o Total pounds (have the fishermen note whether he has included rays and skates in his 

weight estimate). 
o Pounds of target fish (butterfish, Spanish mackerel, bait, other); the species of interest 

may vary during the season 
• Counter decides on average ray/skate weight 

o Skate weights averaged about 4.5 lbs.  This was used as a baseline.  If there were 
many small rays (~ 2 lbs) then a lower average weight was used (generally ~ 2.5 lbs).  
If there were many large rays (could range from about 12 to 40 lbs), then a higher 
average weight was used (generally ~10 lbs). 

o If a large ray was in a particular sample, this should be noted and a different average 
ray/skate weight used for that sample. 

• Counter shoots a “blank” (e.g., the camera case or other object that is clearly not part of the 
sampling procedure) at the end of sampling each net in order to clearly demarcate the nets. 

• Samples are transferred to containers on research vessel  
o There are 3 containers on the research vessel (one for each net). 

 
On the dock 

Once sampling of all nets is complete, the research team returns to the dock to sort the 

samples and collect weights by species for each net.  These weights are recorded on a separate 

sheet, called the “On Dock Summary Sheet” (Appendix C), for each net.  During the 2007 

season the following species of fish were weighed separately: 

• Harvest fish/Starbutters4 
• Longbutters 
• Spanish mackerel 
• Trout 
• Bluefish 
• Spade fish 
• Burr Fish (Puffer fish) 
• Roundhead (Kingfish) 
• Pompano 
• Flounder 
• Shrimp 
• Spot 
• Crab 
• Trigger fish 

                                                
4 For analysis, starbutters and longbutters were combined into one category:  “butterfish” 
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• Shad 
• Hake 
• Perch 
• Ribbon fish 
• Bait (all low-value fish not listed above) 

 
In addition, based on counts provided by Skaters, an estimate of the total sample weight of 

rays/skates and horseshoe crabs was recorded. 

Data Analysis 

 After fish were sorted and weighed, all data were recorded on Excel spreadsheets to 

calculate the total weight of each species in the samples and extrapolate to the total pounds of 

fish in each net.  On three occasions, actual weights were obtained of each bail.  These numbers 

were used as a baseline to determine the approximate weight of a bail (estimated at 225 lbs).  For 

each net, the “calls” (¼ bail, ½ bail, etc.) were summed to determine the total number of bails 

each net held on a particular day.  The total bail count was then multiplied by 225 lbs to 

determine the total pounds of fish in each net.  Using the weights from the dock, I also calculated 

the proportion of each fish species in the sample.  For skates and rays, the average ray/skate 

weight determined by the counter was used to determine the proportion of the sample they 

represented.  For horseshoe crabs, two pounds per crab was used (based on weights from VAQS 

live horseshoe crabs).  Using these proportions and multiplying them by the total extrapolated 

weight, I was able to estimate the total pounds of fish in each net by species. 
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Results 
 
 There was significant variation in catch by net and date (Table 1).5  Butterfish appeared 

to display two peaks in their season, the first and largest in early June and the second in mid-July 

(Figure 5).  Spanish mackerel appeared to have only one peak in their season, which occurred in 

late June and early July (Figure 6).  In addition, Net 2 trended towards a smaller Spanish 

mackerel catch than nets 1 and 3, for which mean catch was almost identical. 

Table 1.  Total pounds of butterfish and Spanish mackerel by date and net 
  Butterfish Spanish Mackerel 

Date Net 1 Net 2 Net 3 Net 1 Net 2 Net 3 
25-May-07  NA* 121 610 NA 0 0 
29-May-07 521 237 619 0 0 0 

5-Jun-07 467 706 NA 0 0 NA 
7-Jun-07 68 287 504 23 28 65 
8-Jun-07 470 390 778 11 5 17 

12-Jun-07 186 195 149 44 24 13 
28-Jun-07 155 122 76 290 104 60 

3-Jul-07 11 17 40 740 171 693 
10-Jul-07 179 259 NA 143 91 NA 
13-Jul-07 140 390 174 148 168 324 
25-Jul-07 16 28 11 0 5 7 

MEAN 221 250 329 140 54 131 
SD 193 197 296 231 68 234 
CV 87 79 90 165 125 179 

* NA indicates that the net was not sampled on that date 

                                                
5 It should also be noted that prior to the June 28 sampling date, Net 3 acted as an “outside” net.  
Beginning on June 28, Net 4 was in place, thus shifting Net 3 to an “inside” net. 
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Figure 5.  Pound of butterfish by date and net 
 
 

 
Figure 6.  Pounds of Spanish mackerel by date and net
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Methods 

Based on the data collected in the 2007 pilot season, I worked with Jeffrey Moore, a post-

doctoral ecologist at Duke University’s Marine Laboratory, to produce a power analysis to 

inform sampling methods for the 2008 season.  These analyses were based on the following 

framework and assumptions: 

1. Separate analysis conducted for butterfish (Peprilus alepidotus and Peprilus triacanthus) 
and Spanish mackerel (Scomberomorus maculatus) 

2. 50-day field season, from 25 May - 14 July 
3. Nets 1 and 3 are 'control' (current leader) for first 25 days and then 'treatment' for 25 days 
4. Nets 2 (and 4) are 'treatment' (modified leader) for first 25 days and then 'control' for 25 

days 
5. Net 4 was not sampled and so was assumed to be an average of nets 1-3 
6. Separate analysis for a 3-net scenario and 4-net scenario were preformed (the fishermen 

do not always fish net 4) 
7. Based on visual inspection of pilot data, a post-hoc, binary "time effect" was introduced 

to account for high-catch (“1”) and low-catch (“0”) periods: 
a. For butterfish: 

i. Data from 25 May - 7 June is "time = 0" 
ii. Data from 8 June - 14 July is "time = 1" 

b. For Spanish mackerel 
i. There were no Spanish mackerel through 7 June; this is the equivalent of 

data not being collected 
ii. Data from 8 June - 14 June is "time = 0" 

iii. Data from 15 June - 14 July is "time = 1" 
8. From the pilot data, the mean and standard deviation were calculated for the catch (on 

natural log scale) for each net during each "time" period (1 or 0), as defined in previous 
line 

9. Based on these estimates, 'control' data were simulated for every day of the 50-day 
season, assuming a normal distribution (on natural log scale) within each time-net 
combination 

10. Also based these estimates, 'treatment' data were simulated as in previous line, but 
assuming the mean catch (on data scale) was Y% (10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, or 50%) lower 
than control 

11. Each simulated dataset was then "sampled" according to a sampling-frequency scheme 
12. "Sampled data" were then fitted with a linear fixed effects model (multiple regression), 

with 'net' (1, 2, 3, or 4), 'time' (1 or 0), and 'treatment' (control or treatment) as effects to 
be tested 

13. 1000 simulations were generated and power was evaluated as the percent of these where 
a 'treatment' effect was detected (at alpha = 0.05 or 0.10)   
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Results 
 

The output from the simulations shows the likelihood of detecting a particular reduction 

in fish catch as a result of the modified leader given a particular sampling scheme (e.g., daily, 

every 2nd day).  Four simulations were produced for the scenario in which three nets were fished 

and sampled: (1) Butterfish, p = 0.05 (Table 2); (2) Butterfish, p = 0.10 (Table 3); (3) Spanish 

mackerel, p = 0.05 (Table 4); (4) Spanish mackerel, p = 0.10 (Table 5).  An additional four 

simulations were produced for the scenario in which four nets were fished and sampled: (1) 

Butterfish, p = 0.05 (Table 6); (2) Butterfish, p = 0.10 (Table 7); (3) Spanish mackerel, p = 0.05 

(Table 8); (4) Spanish mackerel, p = 0.10 (Table 9).  Alpha values of 0.05 and 0.10 were 

considered in order to examine the difference in power given scenarios in which either Type I 

errors (detecting an effect when one does not exist) or Type II errors (failing to detect an effect 

when one does exist) were minimized.  

I A. BUTTERFISH RESULTS, 3 NETS 
Table 2. Power to detect effect of treatment on butterfish catch (alpha = 0.05) with 3 nets 
alpha = 0.05 Catch Reduction 
Sample 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
daily 0.399* 0.686 0.901 0.990 1.000 
every 2nd day 0.239 0.386 0.608 0.832 0.958 
every 3rd day 0.182 0.275 0.453 0.677 0.844 
every 4th day 0.136 0.241 0.370 0.554 0.742 
every 5th day 0.126 0.213 0.307 0.449 0.648 
*The following is an example of how to read the tables:  Given 3 nets and an alpha of 0.05, if 
sampling occurred daily, there would be a 39.9% chance of detecting a 10% reduction in 
butterfish catch that occurred as a result of the modified leader. 
 
Table 3. Power to detect effect of treatment on butterfish catch (alpha = 0.10) with 3 nets 
alpha = 0.10 Catch Reduction 
Sample 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
daily 0.528 0.788 0.951 0.996 1.000 
every 2nd day 0.343 0.500 0.719 0.907 0.976 
every 3rd day 0.269 0.381 0.583 0.791 0.907 
every 4th day 0.226 0.345 0.488 0.667 0.841 
every 5th day 0.206 0.299 0.445 0.580 0.767 
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I B. SPANISH MACKEREL RESULTS, 3 NETS 
Table 4. Power to detect effect of treatment on Spanish mackerel catch (alpha = 0.05) with 3 nets 
alpha = 0.05 Catch Reduction 
Sample 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
daily 0.044 0.130 0.325 0.639 0.923 
every 2nd 0.052 0.084 0.175 0.400 0.637 
every 3rd 0.048 0.062 0.149 0.298 0.495 
every 4th 0.048 0.079 0.096 0.199 0.371 
every 5th 0.045 0.059 0.070 0.141 0.220 

 
Table 5. Power to detect effect of treatment on Spanish mackerel catch (alpha = 0.10) with 3 nets 
alpha = 0.10 Catch Reduction 
Sample 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
daily 0.095 0.217 0.447 0.752 0.955 
every 2nd day 0.104 0.155 0.265 0.520 0.752 
every 3rd day 0.088 0.116 0.248 0.434 0.640 
every 4th day 0.093 0.131 0.197 0.299 0.501 
every 5th day 0.103 0.112 0.128 0.223 0.334 

 
II A. BUTTERFISH RESULTS, 4 NETS 
Table 6. Power to detect effect of treatment on butterfish catch (alpha = 0.05) with 4 nets 
alpha = 0.05 Catch Reduction 
Sample 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
daily 0.428 0.749 0.950 0.999 1.000 
every 2nd day 0.226 0.430 0.710 0.901 0.986 
every 3rd day 0.164 0.320 0.536 0.765 0.954 
every 4th day 0.139 0.264 0.465 0.633 0.847 
every 5th day 0.097 0.209 0.362 0.538 0.781 

 
Table 7. Power to detect effect of treatment on butterfish catch (alpha = 0.10) with 4 nets 
alpha = 0.10 Catch Reduction 
Sample 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
daily 0.559 0.840 0.974 1.000 1.000 
every 2nd day 0.340 0.538 0.821 0.945 0.992 
every 3rd day 0.268 0.457 0.672 0.862 0.969 
every 4th day 0.221 0.371 0.570 0.750 0.923 
every 5th day 0.180 0.330 0.501 0.664 0.869 
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II B. SPANISH MACKEREL RESULTS, 4 NETS 
Table 8. Power to detect effect of treatment on Spanish mackerel catch (alpha = 0.05) with 4 nets 
alpha = 0.05 Catch Reduction 
Sample 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
daily 0.080 0.197 0.522 0.868 0.993 
every 2nd day 0.063 0.145 0.280 0.582 0.867 
every 3rd day 0.060 0.122 0.241 0.452 0.745 
every 4th day 0.066 0.073 0.169 0.332 0.572 
every 5th day 0.052 0.066 0.097 0.248 0.388 

 
Table 9. Power to detect effect of treatment on Spanish mackerel catch (alpha = 0.10) with 4 nets 
alpha = 0.10 Catch Reduction 
Sample 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
daily 0.131 0.289 0.648 0.927 0.999 
every 2nd day 0.110 0.216 0.409 0.718 0.918 
every 3rd day 0.111 0.212 0.355 0.574 0.826 
every 4th day 0.118 0.149 0.267 0.478 0.714 
every 5th day 0.119 0.118 0.170 0.338 0.527 
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PART III:   
AN ANALYSIS OF THE VIRGINIA AQUARIUM’S BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN 

STRANDING DATA (1997 – 2004) 
 

The Virginia Aquarium Stranding Response Program (VAQS) is responsible for all 

bottlenose dolphin strandings in the state of Virginia and has collected consistent data on causes 

of death since 1997 (Pers. Comm., Susan Barco, 2008).  I used stranding data collected by 

VAQS between 1997 and 2004 to (1) examine the relative lengths and approximate maturity 

status of stranded animals; (2) analyze the geographical distribution of strandings in relation to 

the Cape Henry pound nets; and (3) construct a webpage using Google Maps API to allow for 

interactive viewing of the stranding locations and cause of death.  

All stranded dolphins (n = 405) were examined to determine whether signs of human 

interaction were present.  Based on the assessment, each stranding was placed into one of three 

categories (Table 10): 

(1) Human Interaction (HI): The death or stranding was caused by an interaction with 
humans.6   

 
(2) No Human Interaction (No HI):  The animal was thoroughly examined and no signs 

of HI were observed.  
 
(3) Cannot Be Determined (CBD):  For various reasons (e.g., the animal is too 

decomposed; a thorough examine could not be conducted; the responder was not 
trained to examine for HI) it was not possible to make an HI determination. 

 
Table 10. Strandings by cause of death. 

Total HI No HI CBD 
405 81 108 216 

100% 20% 27% 53% 
 

                                                
6 Officially, NOAA considers a stranding “HI” if there are signs of human interaction associated 
with the stranding event, including healed scars and post-mortem events.  For the purpose of 
analysis, VAQS only considered animals HI if they were codes 1-3 (fresh to moderately 
decomposed) and if they considered the HI to have caused the stranding (Pers. Comm., Susan 
Barco, 2008). 
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To further examine HI strandings, specifically those involving fishery interactions, all 

animals that scored as “Yes” for human interaction and were relatively fresh (condition codes 1, 

2, or 3), were further examined to determine the interaction type (Table 11). 

Table 11.  Human Interaction (HI) stranding categories 
Human 

Interaction HI Code Description 

Pound Net PN The animal was entangled in pound net gear 

Twisted Twine 
marks* TWI The animal had obvious twisted twine marks on its body 

consistent with pre-mortem entanglement in a net 

Gill Net GN The animal was entangled in gill net gear 

Monofilament 
marks** MON The animal had obvious monofilament marks on its body 

consistent with pre-mortem entanglement in a net 

Crab Pot CP The animal was entangled in crab pot gear 

Haul Seine SH The animal was entangled or observed in haul seine gear 

Vessel VS The animal had marks on its body coincident with a vessel 
strike (e.g., propeller marks) 

Unspecified HI Y A human interaction occurred, but the specific type was 
not noted 

* Twisted Twine marks are associated with pound net gear 
** Monofilament marks are associated with gill net gear 
 

Fishing gear, principally those types associated with pound net and gill nets, were 

implicated most frequently in HI cases of stranded dolphins.  Strandings associated with pound 

net gear (Pound Net and Twisted Twine marks) represented 50% of all HI strandings in 

Virginia.  Gill net gear (Gill Net and Monofilament marks) accounted for 28% of HI strandings 

(Table 12). 

Table 12.  HI Strandings by interaction type 

Total Twisted 
Twine 

Mono-
filament 

Pound 
Net 

Gill 
Net 

Crab 
Pot 

Haul 
Seine Vessel Yes 

81 25 20 16 3 2 1 1 13 
100.0% 30.9% 24.7% 19.8% 3.7% 2.5% 1.2% 1.2% 16.0% 
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Length and maturity status of stranded bottlenose dolphins 
Whenever possible, VAQS takes length measurements of stranded bottlenose dolphins.  

Length can serve as a proxy for sexual maturity, and so based on the length measurements 

provided by VAQS on all stranded dolphins from 1997-2004, I divided the animals into three 

approximate maturity classes (Table 13) (Read et al., 1993):  

(1) Dependent Calves:  < 220 cm  
(2) Juveniles: 220-240 cm 
(3) Adults:  > 240 cm  

 
Table 13.  Stranded animals by maturity class 

Total Dependent 
Calves Juveniles Adults Unknown 

405 239 44 97 25 
100% 59% 11% 24% 6% 

 

I examined the distribution of the three maturity classes based on the most common 

Human Interaction categories: Gill Net (GN)/ Monofilament marks (MON) and Pound Net 

(PN)/Twisted Twine marks (TWI) (Figure 7).  An analysis comparing the maturity status of 

Pound Net/Twisted Twine strandings to Gill Net/Monofilament strandings did not reveal 

significant differences (Table 14).  However, when examining the results by eye, it is interesting 

to note that among the older animals (juveniles and adults) that interact with pound net gear, the 

vast majority were juveniles (10 of 13).  In the gill net gear, the number of juveniles and adults 

that strand was split equally (six and seven respectively). 
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Figure 7.  Stranded animals by age class and Human Interaction type (n = 64) 

 
 
 
Table 14.  Maturity class comparisons between Pound Net/Twisted Twine (PN-TWI) strandings 
and Gill Net/Monofilament (GN-MON) strandings (n = 61) 
  OBSERVED   EXPECTED 

Maturity 
Status PN/TWI GN/MON Total PN/TWI GN/MON 

Chi-Squared 
(p-value) 

Dependent Calves 
(Class 1) 25 10 35 22 13 

Juveniles 
(Class 2) 10 6 16 10 6 

Adults 
(Class 3) 3 7 10 6 4 

0.0583 
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An analysis comparing the lengths of Pound Net/Twisted Twine strandings to Gill 

Net/Monofilament strandings also did not reveal significant differences, although the mean 

length of stranded animals in gear or with markings coincident with gill net entanglements was 

greater than those animals in gear or with markings coincident with pound net entanglements 

(Table 15). 

Table 15.  Length comparisons between Pound Net/Twisted Twine (PN-TWI) strandings and 
Gill Net/Monofilament (GN-MON) strandings (n = 61) 

Groups ANOVA   
(p-value) Count Mean     

length (cm) Variance 

PN-TWI 38 209.8 551.8 
GN-MON 

0.0772 
23 222.7 1054.2 

 
I also looked at the distribution of the three maturity classes by the general cause of the 

stranding: Human Interaction (HI), No Human Interaction (No HI), or Cannot Be Determined 

(CBD) (Figure 8).  A chi-squared analysis of maturity classes and known causes of strandings 

(HI or No HI) showed an observed distribution that was significantly different than the expected 

distribution (Table 16).  In particular, more juveniles stranded because of an HI than would be 

expected, whereas far fewer juveniles stranded than expected when the stranding was due to 

some other cause (No HI).  Furthermore, when the stranding was due to a cause other than a 

human interaction, the number of dependent calf and adult strandings were greater than 

expected.    
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Figure 8. Stranded animals by age class and cause of stranding (n = 405):  Human Interaction 
(HI) (n = 81), No Human Interaction (No HI) (n = 108), or Cannot be Determined (CBD) (n = 
216)  
 
 
Table 16.  Bottlenose dolphin strandings by maturity status and known causes of strandings, 
either a Human Interaction (HI) or some other cause (No Human Interaction (No HI)) (n = 183) 

  OBSERVED   EXPECTED 
Maturity  

Status HI No HI Total HI No HI 
Chi-squared 

(p-value) 

Dependent Calves 
(Class 1) 45 73 118 49 69 

Juveniles  
(Class 2) 19 7 26 11 15 

Adults  
(Class 3) 12 27 39 16 23 

0.0014 
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An ANOVA comparing the distribution of the lengths of all stranded animals by the 

cause of stranding revealed significant differences (Table 17), as did all pair-wise analyses 

(Tables 18-20).  HI stranded animals were significantly longer than both No HI animals and 

CBD animals, and CBD animals were significantly longer than No HI animals.  

Table 17. Length comparison between Human Interaction (HI) strandings, strandings determined 
to have resulted from a cause other than a human interaction (No HI), and strandings where the 
cause of death could not be determined (CBD) (n = 379) 

Groups ANOVA 
(p-value) Count Mean 

length (cm) Variance 

No HI 106 175.1 4144.6 
CBD 197 191.9 3761.4 
HI 

0.0001 
76 212.1 867.5 

 
Table 18. Length comparison between Human Interaction (HI) strandings and strandings 
determined to have resulted from a cause other than a human interaction (No HI) (n = 182)  

Groups ANOVA 
(p-value) Count Mean 

length (cm) Variance 

No HI 106 175.1 4144.6 
HI 

6E-06 
76 212.1 867.5 

 
Table 19. Length comparison between Human Interaction (HI) strandings and strandings where 
the cause of death could not be determined (CBD) (n = 273) 

Groups ANOVA 
(p-value) Count Mean 

length (cm) Variance 

CBD 197 191.9 3761.4 
HI 

0.0063 
76 212.1 867.5 

 
Table 20. Length comparison between strandings determined to have resulted from something 
other than a human interaction (No HI), and strandings where the cause of death could not be 
determined (CBD) (n = 303) 

Groups ANOVA 
(p-value) Count Mean 

length (cm) Variance 

No HI 106 175.1 4144.6 
CBD 

0.0267 
197 191.9 3761.4 
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Geospatial analysis of stranding data 
 

Using ArcGIS 9.2 and the “Point Distance” tool, I examined the distance of documented 

strandings to the Cape Henry pound nets (for which I selected a mid-point to serve as the 

location of all the nets).  I chose to use the Cape Henry pound nets as my focal point because 

most bottlenose dolphin pound net strandings have occurred in these leaders (as opposed to the 

leaders of the lower eastern shore pound nets).  In addition, the distance analyses served as a 

proxy to look at the distributions of HI, no HI, and CBD strandings in Virginia.   

Using an ANOVA, I compared the distances of HI strandings to strandings where there 

was no documented human interaction (No HI) (Table 21; Figure 9).  These analyses showed 

that HI strandings were found significantly closer to the Cape Henry pound nets than No HI 

strandings.  

Table 21.  A comparison of the distance to the Cape Henry pound nets between strandings that 
were designated as being caused by human interaction (HI) to those that did not (No HI) 

Groups ANOVA   
(p-value) Count Mean 

distance (km) 
Variance 

(km) 
HI 80 22.69 7.96 

No HI 
0.0354 

104 33.44 12.37 
 

I also compared the distances of HI strandings to strandings where the cause of the 

stranding could not be determined (CBD) (Table 22; Figure 9).  These analyses showed that HI 

strandings were found significantly closer to the Cape Henry pound nets than CBD strandings, 

with the mean distance to the Cape Henry pound nets of HI strandings being half that of CBD 

strandings. 

Table 22.  A comparison of the distance to the Cape Henry pound nets between strandings that 
were designated as being caused by human interaction (HI) to those cases where the cause of the 
stranding could not be determined (CBD) 

Groups ANOVA   
(p-value) Count Mean 

distance (km) 
Variance 

(km) 
HI 80 22.69 7.96 

CBD 
2.9E-06 

211 45.83 13.45 
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Figure 9.  Bottlenose dolphin strandings in Chesapeake Bay:  1997-2004
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           When examining the HI results in more detail, stranded animals in pound net gear or with 

twisted twine marks (marks consistent with pound net gear), were found significantly closer to 

the Cape Henry pound nets than all other HI strandings (Table 23; Figure 10). 

Table 23.  A comparison of the distance to the Cape Henry pound nets between strandings that 
were in pound net gear or with twisted twine marks to all other HI strandings7 

Groups 
ANOVA 
(p-value) Count 

Mean distance 
(km) 

Variance 
(km) 

PN or TWI 41 12.16 2.26 
Other HI 

0.0001 
26 41.58 15.68 

  

                                                
7 Those cases where it could not be determined (CBD) whether Human Interaction had caused 
the stranding were left out of the analysis.  
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  Figure 10.  Bottlenose dolphin strandings in Chesapeake Bay:  1997-2004
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Interactive Mapping 

Using bottlenose dolphin stranding data provided by the Virginia Aquarium I constructed 

an interactive map that allows the user to interact with the data to answer specific questions they 

may have (Figure 11).  I used Google Maps API to design the map (see Appendix D for script).   

Users can view the stranding data by stranding type via on/off toggle switches.  I have 

presented data on four stranding types from 1997-2004:  

• Twisted Twine Marks (TWI):  Marks consistent with a pound net entanglement 
• Pound Net Gear (PN):  Pound net gear is attached to the animal 
• Monofilament Marks (MON):  Marks consistent with a gill net entanglement 
• Gill Net Gear (GN):  Gill net gear is attached to the animal.  
 

Data on the strandings can either be accessed by clicking on the markers or by clicking 

on the stranding id# in the scroll bar.  Stranding ID#s in the scroll bar are also in chronological 

order.  Stranding data includes: 

• Stranding ID# 
• Human Interaction Information (HI):  TWI, PN, MON, or GN 
• Date 
• Sex:  Male, Female, or Unknown 
• Length (in cm)  
• Condition Codes:  The decomposition level of the animal when found. 

o 1 = alive 
o 2 = fresh dead 
o 3 = moderately decomposed8  
o 4 = severely decomposed 
o 5 = skeletonized and/or mummified  

 
 This map can serve as a tool for VAQS or other interested groups to easily view and 

interact with their data, perhaps observing patterns that might not be obvious through traditional 

data analysis methods.  

                                                
8 Nothing is scored as a Human Interaction that is more decomposed than a 3 unless there is gear 
attached (Pers. Comm., Susan Barco, 2007). 
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Figure 11.  Screen shot of interactive website: http://www.duke.edu/~eyh/DolphinStrandings.html  

Toggle boxes “on” or “off” to view different entanglement types 
Click on Stranding ID# to display associated data 

Click on markers to 
display associated data 
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PART IV:   
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
For the 2008 season, I recommend that sampling procedures follow the protocol 

established in 2007.  If it is possible to obtain a reliable scale, I recommend the use of actual 

weights for the bails to increase the accuracy of the total weight estimates for each net.  

Regarding the design of the experiment, there are three outstanding questions to resolve:  (1) 

When in the season to switch the control and modified leaders (such that each net fishes with 

both leaders during both peak and low points in the season); (2) How often to sample; and (3) 

Whether to (a) deploy two modified leaders and sample four nets or (b) deploy one modified 

leader and sample three nets.   

To determine when to switch the nets, it would be helpful to obtain records from the 

fishermen on the catch of target species over past years to help establish the seasonal variation in 

runs of fish.  These data could determine an appropriate time (mid-point in the season) to switch 

the control and modified leaders.  Alternatively, if these data are not available, instead of 

switching the leaders at a pre-determined date (based on the simulation the calendar mid-point of 

the season is approximately June 18), the leaders could be switched after the occurrence of a 

particular event (e.g., one week after the first big Spanish mackerel catch).  However, each of 

these alternatives requires the cooperation of the fishermen, who must be consulted before a final 

protocol can be established. 

The statistical simulation serves as a guide to help establish protocol to determine the 

appropriate sampling regimes (how often and how many nets).  An alpha of 0.10 should be used 

as the basis for planning sampling procedures.  There is always a tradeoff between Type I errors 

(detecting an effect when one does not exist) and Type II errors (failing to detect an effect when 
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one does exist).  In this case, the most conservative approach reduces Type II errors in order to 

maximize our ability to detect a reduction in fish catch if one does exist.   

Overall, the results suggest that there is more power to detect a reduction in butterfish 

catch than in Spanish mackerel catch.  This is a consequence of the difference in season lengths.  

The pilot study captured a 50-day butterfish season, but only a 35-day Spanish mackerel season. 

When comparing the power results between the three-net and four-net scenarios, sampling four 

nets improves our power to detect a reduction in catch.  Similarly, sampling more often also 

improves our power to detect a reduction in catch.  However, given unpredictable weather 

conditions and staff availability, sampling would realistically occur two or three times a week.  

As such, with three nets (alpha = 0.10), capturing less than a 30% reduction in butterfish catch is 

unlikely.  There would be between a 58% and 72% likelihood of detecting a 30% reduction in 

catch and between an 80% and 90% likelihood of detecting a reduction of 40%.  With four nets, 

these numbers improve to between a 67% and 82% likelihood of detecting a 30% reduction in 

butterfish catch, and between an 86% and 95% likelihood of detecting a 40% reduction.   

For Spanish mackerel, even with 4 nets and daily sampling we would not realistically be 

able to detect a reduction in catch of less than 30%.  Sampling two to three times a week with 

three nets (alpha = 0.10), there would be between a 64% and 75% chance of detecting a 

reduction in catch of 50%.  With four nets, it would be possible to detect a 40% reduction of 

Spanish mackerel catch (57% - 72% likelihood).  Sampling two to three times a week, a 

reduction of 50% would be almost certain (83% - 92% likelihood). 

Based on these findings, I recommend deploying two alternative leaders and sampling all 

four nets.  Also, sampling should occur as often as feasible, as each additional day of sampling 

has the potential to greatly improve our power to detect a reduction in catch as a result of the 

modified leader.   
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In examining the Virginia stranding data from 1997-2004, regardless of the cause, most 

stranded animals (59%) were dependent calves, with juveniles and adults accounting for 11% 

and 24% of all strandings respectively.  Twenty percent of all strandings in Virginia were the 

result of a Human Interaction (HI), with 50% percent of all HI strandings resulting from 

interactions with pound nets and 28% from gill nets.  HI strandings were responsible for more 

juvenile deaths than would be expected based on chance.  In contrast, dependent calves and 

adults stranded more often than would be expected by chance for a cause other than an HI (e.g., 

natural mortality event).  Anecdotal evidence suggests that juveniles may use the nets as a tool to 

help them fish (Pers. Comm., Mark Swingle, 2007).  Inexperienced juveniles that are otherwise 

robust likely “mess up” and become entangled in the nets more often than seasoned adults.  In 

contrast, it is expected that both dependent calves and adults will experience natural mortality 

events (e.g., poor parental care, predation, illness).  In sum, pound net gear accounted for 10% of 

all strandings in Virginia and likely was responsible for a disproportionate number of juvenile 

deaths.  Juvenile health is crucial to a population’s success, and as such pound nets are an 

important target area for further research efforts to attempt mitigate bycatch. 

Geospatial analyses showed that HI strandings were found significantly closer to the 

Cape Henry pound nets than strandings for which the cause could not be determined (CBD).  

This may, in part, be explained by the fact that all severely decomposed animals are classified as 

CBD, which is more likely to occur when an animal strands far from VAQS headquarters.  HI 

strandings were also found significantly closer to the Cape Henry pound nets than strandings in 

which an HI was clearly not the cause (No HI).  This difference can likely be attributed to the 

fact that 50% of all HI strandings result from an interaction with pound net gear.   

The more animals that can be categorically classified as either HI or No HI, the better 

position we will be in to analyze the spatial and demographic relationships between stranded 
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animals and their cause of death.  As funding and staff become available I recommend that 

additional efforts be made to access stranded animals as quickly as possible.  VAQS should also 

continue to thoroughly document all bottlenose dolphin strandings to better assess the impact 

that pound nets are having on the bottlenose dolphin populations.  In particular, when a dolphin 

is found in a pound net, I recommend that VAQS document the net number and pole number 

where the dolphin became entangled to better understand the mechanisms that might lead to 

entanglement (e.g., net location, water depth, etc.).  When strandings occur, it would also be 

useful to collect genetic data to determine, to the extent possible, the management unit of the 

stranded dolphins.  Whether the stranded animals are part of Summer Northern North Carolina 

Management Unit, which may be above PBR, or the Northern Migratory Management Unit, 

which is below PBR, could significantly affect the course of policy.  

Ultimately, policy is human value-based decision making.  Take Reduction Teams such 

as the Bottlenose Dolphin Take Reduction Team, present a unique opportunity to bring together 

diverse interest groups to build consensus policy.  In addition, by working proactively with the 

Cape Henry pound net fishermen to ameliorate the problem of dolphin bycatch before the 

fishermen face regulations, and implementing these strategies in a matter that considers the 

economic needs of the fishermen, the Virginia Aquarium is helping to bridge gap between 

traditionally polarizing values:  conservation and economics.  This case study shows that 

collaboration between scientists, conservationists, and fishermen is possible, and that local, 

community-based conservation efforts are an important tool in our efforts to protect the ocean 

and its resources. 
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APPENDIX A:   
POUND NET DATA SHEET 

 
DEMORGRAPHIC DATA  
Date: ____________    Start Time: _____________ Tide:  H / L            Net #: ________   
Code: ____________    End Time: ______________Tide Time: ___________ Net 4:  Y / N  
 
PERSONNEL: 
Counter: ________________ Skaters: ________________  ________________ 
Sampler: ________________     ________________  ________________ 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS: 
Soak Hours: ____________  Seas: ____________ Winds: ____________ 
Soak-time environmental data: ____________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________  
  
FISHERMEN DATA: 
Fisherman Ask 1: _____________________      Fisherman Ask 2: ____________________ 
# Bails: (a)__________ Interval: (d)________      Pounds (         ):___________ 
# Bails: (a)__________ Interval: (d)________      Pounds (                    ):___________ 
(a)_____ /5 =  (b)_____           Pounds (         ):___________ 
(a)_____     -  (b)_____ = (c)______lb 
(c)_____/3  =  (d)_____           Total Pounds: ____________  RS / NRS 
              Average RS Weight = ________ 

 
SAMPLE DATA: 
Samples (Bail #):  S1________   #Bails: Total________  

       S2________           ¼________ ¾________ 
              S3________            ½________ F ________ 
 
Band Color:  R / Y / G Banded: ______________________________________________ 
 
Sample Notes: _________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
SKATES/RAYS: 
#Sample1: _______ #Sample2: _______ #Sample 3: ______      S-Total: _______ 
#Skater1:  _______ #Skater2:  _______ #Skater3:   ______      #Fisher: _______   
#Missed: ______ #Total:  Min______  Best______       Max_____ 
                                 
PHOTOS:              Skate/Ray Notes___________________ 
Camera: ____________ Frames: ____________     _______________________________________ 
Photo Notes: ________________________________     _______________________________________ 
____________________________________________    
             HORSESHOE CRABS: 
Notes:  ____________________________________     Samples: _________ Boat: _________  
___________________________________________   
_____________________________________________________________________________  
_____________________________________________________________________________  
_____________________________________________________________________________  

           F#  B# _Fill_ 



APPENDIX B:   
POUND NET DATA SHEET EXPLANATION 

DEMORGRAPHIC DATA 
Date:  MM/DD/YY 
Code: MMDDYY-Net# (e.g., May 25, 2007, Net 2 = 052507-2) 
Start Time: Time when net “closes” (throat line attached to funnel dropped) (no more fish can get in)  
End Time:  Time when net reset (throat line retied) 
Tide (H/L): High or Low (Circle appropriate)  
Net #: 1, 2, 3, or 4 (Net 1 is closet to dock, Net 4 is farthest from dock) 
Net 4 (y/n):  Whether Net 4 has been set up yet (y = Net 4 present, n = Net 4 absent), circle appropriate 
 
PERSONNEL:                      BAILS: 
Counter: First and Last Name                    F#:  Frame#  
Sampler: First and Last Name          B#: The current bail (circle if taking photos and missed shot) 
Skater: First and Last Name(s)      Fill:  How full the bail is (¼, ½, ¾, (F)ull);  

(if less than ¼ = do not count towards total; however note 1/8 bails, and if 
multiple 1/8 bails are collected Counter may add to total ex post facto) 

 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS: 
Soak Hours: Hours from End Time to Start Time (ask fishermen) 
Seas:  Beaufort Sea State  
Winds: MPH (5 MPH increments) 
Soak-time environmental data:  Data from buoy/weather station for hours soaking (this is found online)  

FISHERMEN DATA: 
Fisherman Ask 1:  Name of fisherman providing Ask data       
# Bails: Fishermen estimate of # of bails it will take to empty net  
Interval: CALCULATE: subtract 20% from Ask1 #Bails and divide by 3 to determine interval; if fisherman gives a range 
then calculate from midpoint (e.g., estimate of 25: 25 x 20% = 5; 25 – 5 = 20; 20/3 = ~7) 
Fisherman Ask 2:  Name of fisherman providing Ask data 
Pounds (write in name of fish species):  Fisherman estimate of # of pounds of particular species after bails (Species of 
interest will vary by catch) 
Total Pounds (RS/NRS): Fisher estimate of lbs in net after bails (circle RS if estimate includes Rays/Skates & NRS if not 
Average RS Weight: Best estimate of avg lbs of rays/skates (if mostly skates use 4.5, if small rays less, if big rays more) 

SAMPLE DATA: 
Samples (bail #):  Bail #(s) used for each sample  
# Bails:  Total # of bails; number of bails at each fill level (bails less than ¼ do not go towards total, see “Fill” note above) 
 
Band Color:  (R)ed (Net 1), (Y)ellow (Net 2), (G)reen (Net 3) – this is the color of the rubber band put on the tails of the 
fish that are too big to fit in the sample bucket, circle appropriate 
Banded:  Species and # of banded fish 
 
Sample Notes:  If sample missed/spilled, description and length of big fish caught, if big ray(s) in sample, etc. 
 
SKATES/RAYS: 
#Sample:  Number of Skates/Rays in each sample (not part of count by each individual skater, but are part of overall total)  
S-Total:  Total number of skates and rays collected in all samples 
#Skater1/Skater2/Skater3/Fisher: Actual counts by each (does not include # in sample buckets) 
#Missed:  Estimate by Skaters of # they missed 
Total:  Min, Best, and Max for total #skates/rays; Min = # counted (including those in sample); Best = # counted + mean of 
#Missed or 1 less than mean if not even; Max = # counted + max of # missed) 

Skate/Ray Notes:  Notes about size and composition of rays and skates; this is very important for calculating average LBS 
 
HORSESHOE CRABS:  Samples (total in sample bins); Boat (Total in boat, not including samples) 
 
PHOTOS: Camera: Camera type & Card Number; Frames: Start to end frame and whether blank was taken (e.g., 1-25, B 
or 26-38, no B); Photo notes:  notes on additional photos taken, frames missed, etc. 
 
Notes:  Any other information that seems important/requires more space (e.g., bycatch, etc.). 

ON DOCK SUMMARY: Write in fish species name; weight (each column—W1, W2, W3, etc.—is if multiple weights are 
required); Total sample weight (lbs) for each species 



APPENDIX C: 
ON DOCK SUMMARY SHEET 

 
Date: _____________________   Sorters: __________________________          ___________________________ 
Net: _______  Net 4:  Y / N       __________________________          ___________________________ 

 
Species W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W10 W11 W12 W13 W14 Total LBS 

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                
 



APPENDIX D: 
GOOGLE MAPS API SCRIPT 

 
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd"> 
<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 
  <head> 
    <title>Bottlenose Dolphin Strandings</title> 
    <script 
src="http://maps.google.com/maps?file=api&amp;v=2&amp;key=ABQIAAAAJyI4dzd7-
QuhH6QjNZT2vhTgDuQraH-NeQs9Qo-mIXPyu0MtrhSP5rP-WQdplEi5TogTQIx35WUDbQ" 
type="text/javascript"></script> 
  </head> 
  <body onunload="GUnload()"> 
 
    <table border=1> 
      <tr> 
        <td> 
           <div id="map" style="width: 900px; height: 600px"></div> 
        </td> 
        <td width = 150 valign="top" style="text-decoration: underline; 
color: #4444ff;"> 
           <div id="side_bar"style="overflow:auto; height:600px;"></div> 
        </td> 
 
      </tr> 
 
    </table> 

Twisted Twine Marks:<input type="checkbox" id="twibox" 
onclick="boxclick(this,'twi')" /> &nbsp;&nbsp; 
Pound Net Gear: <input type="checkbox" id="pnbox" 
onclick="boxclick(this,'pn')"/> &nbsp;&nbsp; 
Monofilament Marks: <input type="checkbox" id="monbox" 
onclick="boxclick(this,'mon')" /> &nbsp;&nbsp; 
Gill Net Gear: <input type="checkbox" id="gnbox" 
onclick="boxclick(this,'gn')" /><br> 

 
  
    <noscript><b>JavaScript must be enabled in order for you to use Google 
Maps.</b>  
      However, it seems JavaScript is either disabled or not supported by 
your browser. To view Google Maps, enable JavaScript by changing your browser 
options, and then try again. 
    </noscript> 
 
 
    <script type="text/javascript"> 
    //<![CDATA[ 
 
    if (GBrowserIsCompatible()) { 
      var gmarkers = []; 
      var gicons = []; 
 
      gicons["twi"] = new GIcon(G_DEFAULT_ICON,"BLUE.png"); 
      gicons["mon"] = new GIcon(G_DEFAULT_ICON,"GREEN.png"); 
      gicons["gn"] = new GIcon(G_DEFAULT_ICON,"ORANGE.png"); 
      gicons["pn"] = new GIcon(G_DEFAULT_ICON,"RED.png"); 
 



      // A function to create the marker and set up the event window 
      function createMarker(point,name,html,category) { 
        var marker = new GMarker(point,gicons[category]); 
        // === Store the category and name info as a marker properties === 
        marker.mycategory = category;                                  
        marker.myname = name; 
        GEvent.addListener(marker, "click", function() { 
          marker.openInfoWindowHtml(html); 
        }); 
        gmarkers.push(marker); 
        return marker; 
      } 
 
      // == shows all markers of a particular category, and ensures the 
checkbox is checked == 
      function show(category) { 
        for (var i=0; i<gmarkers.length; i++) { 
          if (gmarkers[i].mycategory == category) { 
            gmarkers[i].show(); 
          } 
        } 
        // == check the checkbox == 
        document.getElementById(category+"box").checked = true; 
      } 
 
      // == hides all markers of a particular category, and ensures the 
checkbox is cleared == 
      function hide(category) { 
        for (var i=0; i<gmarkers.length; i++) { 
          if (gmarkers[i].mycategory == category) { 
            gmarkers[i].hide(); 
          } 
        } 
        // == clear the checkbox == 
        document.getElementById(category+"box").checked = false; 
        // == close the info window, in case its open on a marker that we 
just hid 
        map.closeInfoWindow(); 
      } 
 
      // == a checkbox has been clicked == 
      function boxclick(box,category) { 
        if (box.checked) { 
          show(category); 
        } else { 
          hide(category); 
        } 
        // == rebuild the side bar 
        makeSidebar(); 
      } 
 
      function myclick(i) { 
        GEvent.trigger(gmarkers[i],"click"); 
      } 
 
 
      // == rebuilds the sidebar to match the markers currently displayed == 
      function makeSidebar() { 



        var html = ""; 
        for (var i=0; i<gmarkers.length; i++) { 
          if (!gmarkers[i].isHidden()) { 
            html += '<a href="javascript:myclick(' + i + ')">' + 
gmarkers[i].myname + '</a><br>'; 
          } 
        } 
        document.getElementById("side_bar").innerHTML = html; 
      } 
 
 
      // create the map 
      var map = new GMap2(document.getElementById("map")); 
      map.addControl(new GLargeMapControl()); 
      map.addControl(new GMapTypeControl()); 
      map.setCenter(new GLatLng(37.45, -75.978706), 8); 
 map.setMapType(G_SATELLITE_MAP); 
 
 
      // Read the data 
      GDownloadUrl("Strandings_25_test2.xml", function(doc) { 
        var xmlDoc = GXml.parse(doc); 
        var markers = xmlDoc.documentElement.getElementsByTagName("marker"); 
           
        for (var i = 0; i < markers.length; i++) { 
          // obtain the attribues of each marker 
          var lat = parseFloat(markers[i].getAttribute("lat")); 
          var lng = parseFloat(markers[i].getAttribute("lng")); 
          var point = new GLatLng(lat,lng); 
          var address = markers[i].getAttribute("address"); 
          var name = markers[i].getAttribute("name"); 
          var html = "<b>"+name+"</b><p>"+address; 
          var category = markers[i].getAttribute("category"); 
          // create the marker 
          var marker = createMarker(point,name,html,category); 
          map.addOverlay(marker); 
        } 
 
        // == show or hide the categories initially == 
        show("twi"); 
        show("mon"); 
        show("gn"); 
        show("pn"); 
        // == create the initial sidebar == 
        makeSidebar(); 
      }); 
    } 
 
    else { 
      alert("Sorry, the Google Maps API is not compatible with this 
browser"); 
    } 
   
 
    //]]> 
    </script> 
  </head> 
 



<body onload="initialize()" onunload="GUnload()"> 
 
<h1>Bottlenose dolphin strandings resulting from interactions with pound net 
and gill net fisheries<br> 
<font size=5><i>Data provided by the Virginia Aquarium</i></font> </h1> 
<h3><font color="blue">**Display stranding data by entanglement type by 
clicking or unclicking check boxes**</font><br> 
<font color="green">**Click on marker or Stranding ID# for more 
information**</font><br> 
<u>Data</u>: Stranding ID#, Date, Human Interaction Information (HI), Sex, 
Length, and the  Condition of the animal when found <br> 
<u>HI Info</u>:  TWI = Twisted Twine, PN = In Pound Net, MON = Monofilament, 
GN = In Gill Net</h3> 
</body> 
 
</html> 
 
 
 
 


